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About This Game

Enter the ribbiting world of FROG X BIRD, where daring amphibian warriors take flight atop majestic birds called
Rufflebeaks in a quest to prove themselves as TOP FROG OF THE ARENA.

Grab your friends and tell those friends to grab their controllers, because it's time for a bird-battlin' spectacle that will have you
leaping out of your seat!

FEATURES

IT'S A LOCAL CROAK-UP: Nothing beats sittin’ on the couch, playin' games with your buds! Pick from a colorful
cast of well-armed amphibians (and sometimes other creatures?), and fly into battle against up to three of your friends in
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awesome local competitive gameplay. It's the ultimate party game!

TOADALLY AWESOME GAMEPLAY: In FROG X BIRD, you've only got one goal - knock your opponent off their
bird! Dive-bomb your enemies from above or try a daring frontal assault! Just make sure to check your six, or you might
be the one that gets sent flying!

FUN FOR ALL AGES: FROG X BIRD is a game anyone can play! Pick up a controller and you'll be having a blast
within minutes!

FROGTASTIC GAME MODES: There's never a dull moment when you have so many ways to take down your pals!
Each mode offers a unique spin on the core FXB game experience. It's pure bird-on-frog-on-bird combat in BATTLE
MODE; take part in a fruit-grabbing frenzy in FRUIT BLAST; fight over a leaf in LEAF AWAY; or, shoot some hoops in
the super-popular RIBBASKETBALL MODE! And with multiple sub-types for each mode, there are plenty of ways to
customize the competition to your liking!

HOPPING GOOD ARENAS: From bright and lively Bogshire, to the watery depths of Frogrotto, to the extreme
heights of Rufflebeak Roost, take on your opponents in a variety of different arenas! BE WARNED: Some of these
battlegrounds ain’t so friendly!

FULL-BLOWN VO: Always know where the action stands with shots called by the enthusiastic and faithful
Announcer, voiced by the legendary Jon St. John (Duke Nukem, Sonic Adventure 1+2, Guild Wars 2, Half Life:
Opposing Force)!

CONTENT FOR DAYS: Several expansion packs are in the works to expand the exciting world of FROG X BIRD with
new characters, arenas, and additional game modes! It's a blast right out of the box, and only bound to get better with
time!
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frog x bird

Raw, buggy. Didn't get what I was expecting.. Played local coop and had a blast with it. A great little game to play with mates, 4
interesting game types with hopefully more to come

If you want to see what they game type are then check out the video below

https:\/\/youtu.be\/4EoEokPe-UI. This game has potential.
I know it's not supposed to be a "A" class game and all, but the blur and post processing covering the "poor modeling" is too
much. Yes i know it was made to portray the drunkenness, but in my opinion it still too much.

I also had to play 2 or 3 times to understand the story. Maybe it's my English, maybe the history telling is not very well
constructed. I don't know.

I think it needs to be polished a little more. But they are in the right track. Keep up! I'm willing to give a good recommendation
in the next sequences!. idk wait until it's finished. terribel, text crap just go search up♥♥♥♥♥♥on google and youll have a
better experience. Great puzzle game! Definately worth the money!. In my eyes I would say this game Isn't that good because
well... this game has a steam coupon for it (now, I'm not saying all game with coupons are bad, but this one is kind of one of
those bad games). i don't like the gameplay and I can die very easily.. ART SQOOL is a really cute fantastic way to spend the
afternoon. ART SQOOL gives you all the tools you need to be a truely great artist, provided you can find them first. Examples
include: SQUIGGLE BRUSH, THICK BRUSH, RADICAL STAMPS, SHAPE TOOL. Never fear losing motivation, the
beautiful campus of ART SQOOL provides you with surplus visual stimulation through its plethora of fine sculptures.

(Secret tip: You can use the num pad to tilt your camera). In-depth command doctrines (each one gives you a completely
different experience)
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Incredibly inventive. Extremely funny dialogue. A serious, even grim story underneath. Wonderful graphics. Sometimes hard to
solve, but you are having too much fun to grumble.

When will we seen The Inner World 3?. Great game! i really like it, sad thing is though, i have no friends that own this game to
play co-op, the singleplayer alone gets pretty hectic and nearly impossible at times (i flew to enemy base without realizing that i
didnt set a home marker and made it impossible to get back). Also, early game is a little difficult, the monsters have waay to
much health for the beginner weapon you start out with.. Well,This game looks pretty Innovative however it is lagging.I have a
GTX 1060 6GB,i7 7700k & having issues running this game.How it is possible tho,All graphic presets failed.I hope it will be
fixed soon.Cheers. Got potential, obviously they are standing into each other and walking through tables but I like it. Creaters,
fix the standing into each other and walking into tables, give more of a tutorial rather than a read through about shopping and
everything along with the make it yourself menu (It shouldn't really be telling you how to make your own recipe even if it is to
sour or strong. Maybe instead you decide how much of the ingredient you want like pizza connection 3) then it'll be perfect for
all gamers but specially the disabled as well. The reason I said disabled as well is because I am smart like a able bodied person
but more of a learner by being shown what to do rather than reading and forgetting what I've just read, lol. But understand more
if an arrow or pop up came. I found this helps even with my able bodied friends too not just me. Thanks. A fun little game,
made by one person. It could need some polish but for a 2\u20ac game this is absolutely fine. The music is lovely and the
mentor's voice is really cool! You can use different spells to attack, heal, etc. You'll need to recharche those spell at different
points in the arena-like environment, without getting caught by one of the monsters.
Passionate little games is what we need, both from developer and player side!. Gameplay amounts to purchasing units with
slowly accumulating gold and placing them into a portal to spawn out into one of the available lanes. Units march down the lane
and fight the enemies they run into. If they get to the end of the lane, they attack the enemy base. First base to run out of health
loses.

This is a fine premise, and I could see a great game made off that base, but this one isn't it. I spent most of my time watching
units march and accumulating a gold pile to pop out several units at once, and otherwise watched the fights. Most fights started
you in the best high vantage point you were going to get; there is no top down view or flying available. You can teleport down
among your units and look, but the models only really have one fighting animation each. This makes the fights inside the lanes
look soulless and mechanical.

There isn't enough 'game' here to be fun, and it isn't lively enough to be eye candy either.
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